
Sound Communications in
Hotels

Harmonizing Hospitality with

Professional Sound Experience
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Enhance Your Hotel’s Atmosphere and Safety

Elevate guest experiences with TOA’s versatile audio solutions. Ensure seamless emergency broadcasts 
covering every corner of your property, prioritizing guest safety. Craft inviting atmospheres in communal 
areas like the lobby and restaurant through carefully curated background music. Empower your gym 
with localized sound systems to optimize workouts, and enable flawless conferences with specialized 
setups. Discover how TOA’s tailored solutions can enhance your hotel’s ambiance, safety, and guest 
satisfaction.
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LOBBY

PRIVATE DINNING

RESTAURANT / BAR

Create a cozy, private atmosphere where guests can relax 
or engage in casual meetings. Music transforms your lobby 
into an inviting space, amplifying your hotel’s brand identity. 

Local background music arrangement for a dedicated dining 
space to support private group events.

Elevate breakfast energy with subtle background music, 
create a relaxed dinner vibe, and amplify excitement in the 
bar with powerful tunes for watching sports or socializing.

Design a private atmosphere with masking music
Background music as hotel branding
Emergency announcement

Local background music arrangement
Local volume control
Microphone for group events

Sound Masking background music
Outdoor speakers (waterproof and dustproof)
Background/Foreground music for spatial ambiance



GYM

POOL BAR

POOL

Experience the ultimate workout with our gym’s integrated 
audio - motivating beats to push through every rep, class, 
and machine.

Sets the mood with lively, lyric-driven audio - complementing 
refreshed cocktails, conversation, and laidback lounging 
by the water.

Make a splash with perfectly-tuned audio enhancing the 
pool’s ambiance - creating the ideal background to relax, 
swim, or play.

Background/Foreground music for the entire gym
Local music input for private lessons
Further local controls and adjustments

Foreground music for boosting live mood
Outdoor speakers (waterproof and dustproof)
Mixer equipment with flexible control of inputs and volume

Outdoor speakers (waterproof and dustproof)
Speakers designed to harmonise with outdoor environment
Foreground music for spatial ambience



GUEST ROOM

CONFERENCE MEETING

BANQUET

Stay relaxed and entertained in the guest room with a local 
sound amplification system.

Experience the perfect blend of comfort and productivity 
in focused meetings, keynotes, or seminars with advanced 
sound systems.

Host memorable events in the elegant venue - finely-tuned 
audio enhances the mood for momentous gatherings and 
celebrations.

Celling speakers to bring TV sound into the bathroom
Local volume control

Sophisticated audio conference system setup
Digital hardwire or wireless transmission for flexible deployment
Web Hybrid Conferencing

Hi-Fi quality music sound reinforcement
Clear voice speech with wireless transmission
Professional signal processing to avoid audio feedback



RETAILS

PARKING

CHAPEL

From window displays to checkout, retail sound that elevates 
the entire shopping experience.

All guests still can be informed in the parking area not to miss
the service announcements and emergency notifications.

Share sacred moments with enriching audio tailored to uplift 
ceremonies, reflections, celebrations - welcoming all faiths.

Background music broadcasts with large PA systems
Announcement in the building
Emergency broadcasts linked to hotels

Spot announcements
Emergency broadcasts linked to hotels

Hi-Fi quality music sound reinforcement
Deliver clear voice messages to your guests
Professional signal processing to minimize reverbrations



WHY TOA?

Centralisation of sound systems

Founded in 1934, TOA Corporation has decades of 
experience developing revolutionary audio innovations 
like the world’s first transistor megaphone and fully 
digital audio signal processor. TOA provides high quality, 
specialized products tailored to local regulations and 
individual clients. Its vast global network ensures TOA’s 
audio systems receive top-tier service and support 
anywhere in the world.

Integration-friendly

Fire Alarm System BAS CCTV System Building-wide PA System
& Local Sound System

It excels in integration with 
fire alarm systems thanks to 
advanced control features 
like priority broadcasting and 
area-specific targeting.

By integrating with BAS, you 
can seamlessly automate 
emergency broadcasting and 
establish smooth collaboration 
with monitoring systems.

It can seamlessly integrate 
with various CCTV systems, 
including automated intrusion 
alert announcement systems, 
for enhanced security.

It is easy to integrate whole-
building broadcast systems 
like emergency evacuation 
systems with purpose-specific 
local sound systems.

For 90 years, TOA has led the way in the commercial 
audio and security markets. Our commitment to 
delivering sound solutions is underscored by our high-
reliability products, diverse product lineup, and world-
class engineering services.



LoudspeakersMixers Audio Processors

Intercom Systems Megaphones Racks & Accessories

Microphones
(Wired / Wireless)

AmplifiersAudio Source /
Program Timers

Wide Product Line up

TOA specializes in advanced audio communication equipment with innovative technology. Our systems are 
used globally in hospitalities, schools, malls, skyscrapers, houses of worship, airports, and stadiums. We 
offer a wide range of products to meet unique project needs and requirements.

Voice Evacuation System IP Audio Conference Systems



Building-wide Voice Evacuation System

Local Sound System

VX-3000 is a versati le voice alarm system with 
integrated PA/VA functions. It streamlines design and 
installation, saving space and reducing cable complexity, 
while providing cost-effective configuration. It utilizes 
replaceable class D amplifiers for energy efficiency 
and cost savings. The system is flexible and scalable, 
suitable for various applications, accommodating 
multiple microphones, audio sources, and speaker lines.

We design acoustical spaces taking into account the 
stable high-quality sound and reliable equipment, thanks 
to TOA’s years of expertise. We also consider factors 
such as room size and acoustics, ensuring sound 
spaces that minimize reverberation according to the 
facility’s requirements

DSP
Mixer
DA Amp
Wireless
Line Array

VX-3000 series

-
-
-
-
-

-

Certified to EN 54-16
Redundant system configuration - network connection, 
standby amplifier setting and backup power supply
Up to 1280 remote microphones, 640 audio sources and 
2560 speaker lines
Fault indications assignable to control outputs, remote 
microphone function keys, VX-3000 Frame’s LEDs 
buzzers, e-mail notifications, etc

Feedback suppressors, compressors, EQ and more
speaker cross-over and delay, or Ambient Noise Controller
automated level adaption to different noise floors



Local BGM System

Conference System

Spot Announcement

Package Amp
Speakers
Local Volume Controllers

-
-
-

The BGM system that creates the atmosphere of a space 
combines amplifiers and speakers from a wide range of offerings, 
unique to a comprehensive audio manufacturer, to achieve the 
optimal sound environment tailored to the scale and purpose.

TS-D1000 series-

TS-D1000 series is a praised Digital Wired Conference System 
known for its high sound quality, reliability through digital 
transmission, scalability (up to 246 units), and adaptability for 
integrating with external devices and software, enabling expanded 
applications like remote communications and synchronized camera 
controls.

IP-A1 series-

IP-A1 series consists of versatile IP audio endpoint devices. 
Despite their simple appearance as speakers or I/F boxes, they 
offer advanced features and can function as a basic PA system 
individually. When multiple devices are used, they can be managed 
as a single, controlled IP-based PA system.

Chairman’s Unit Priority Function
Built-in Audio Recording
Hybrid Conference

Server-less & Scalable
HTTP commands (send/receive)
Integration-friendly

Speakers designed for ceiling-mounted, wall-mounted, pendant, and 
various other applications
A package amplifier equipped with essential features such as mixer 
functions, zoning, and audio input



Hotel Paradise Blue, BulgariaMeliã Budva-Petrovac, Montenegro

IBIS Styles Hotel, Milan

Installation
Profiles

VX-3000 system was installed at the 5-star Paradise Blue 
Hotel in Albena, a beautiful sea resort in Bulgaria. The 
hotel, underwent renovations and now boasts 4 VX-3016F 
amplifiers (500W each), 1 Remote microphone, and 658 
PC-1869EN speakers. Additionally, 5 HX-5B-WP speakers 
were installed for the hotel's open stage along with 1 DA-
250DH amplifier with 6 TZ-606W WP speakers for the pool 
area.

Integrated a VX-3000 system for the “Meliã Budva-Petrovac” 
in Montenegro. The TOA system includes Paging, BGM, and 
Voice Alarm functionalities, along with Entertainment Speakers 
for the restaurant and pool area, as well as Garden Speakers 
for outdoor spaces. The hotel staff can easily select different 
audio sources for local areas using ZM-9003 Remote Panels. 
The zones were divided into a general paging/voice alarm zone 
in the hotel corridors and parking areas, along with various BGM 
zones such as the pool area, and restaurant.

In this project, it was crucial for the sound system to 
seamlessly integrate with the hotel’s modern design 
and met iculously crafted inter ior.  Leveraging TOA’s 
specialized audio design expertise and a wide range of 
high-quality products, the successful implementation 
of an integrated system met the client’s requirements. 
The Central Audio System, controlled from the check-
in desk, covers all floors of the hotel, including the lobby, 
lounge bar, and spacious outdoor terrace. This setup 
enhances the customer experience by providing tailored 
background music (BGM) for each area of the hotel. 
In addition to the BGM system, the meeting rooms are 
equipped with independent audio/video systems, eliminating 
the need for a control room. Amplifiers, wall speakers, speaker 
desk microphones, and wireless microphones, all provided by 
TOA as a comprehensive audio manufacturer, have proven to 
be the ideal solution for this setup.

TOA has a proven track record of delivering solutions to 
numerous hotels worldwide through the collaboration of its 
group and affiliate companies. 



Gaia Cosmo Hotel, IndonesiaHyperion Hotel, Germany

Garden Inn Hilton Hotel, Botswana

The Gaia Cosmo Hotel is located in the cosmopolitan heart 
of Yogyakarta, the cultural and artistic hub of Indonesia. 
It serves as a stylish and contemporary base for modern 
executives and discerning travelers. TOA offers compatibility 
with a wide range of sound systems, including BGM and 
public address systems.

The VX-2000 system at the Hamburg Ramada Hotel provides 
security and subtle background music. Networked fire detection 
panels enable emergency announcements floor-by-floor. 
Installed microphones facilitate central communications. Wall and 
ceiling speakers match the elegant design. Backup power and 
monitoring ensure continuous safety. By integrating life safety and 
hospitality, the system serves guests seamlessly.

The Garden Inn Hotel is the first Hilton hotel to open in 
Botswana. Located in the central business district of 
Gaborone, it offers a total of 147 rooms and is in close 
proximity to the National Conference Center, the National 
Stadium, and the University of Botswana. The hotel features 
an outdoor pool, a bar, and a full-service restaurant.

TOA has provided background music (BGM) in the hotel’s 
public areas through Hilton’s online streaming service. TOA’s 
solution meets all the requirements of the international hotel 
group and excels in durability, reliability, and flexibility.

Many more

TOA has numerous other successful projects catering to hotels. For more details, please contact the local sales 
representative for your region through Global Contacts.
Global Contacts: https://www.toa-global.com/en/contactus



Group Production Facilities

About TOA
Founded in 1934, our company has a rich 
history of 90 years. With 27 sales and production 
bases strategically located worldwide, we 
have established a global presence. We serve 
customers in over 120 countries, demonstrating 
our commitment to delivering quality products 
and services on a global scale.

Worldwide Network

TOA Group has established optimal production and sales systems worldwide, delivering the required quality to markets swiftly. With 
a strong focus on building a global brand, TOA actively advances its international sales strategy. Through collaboration between local 
subsidiaries and TOA's international sales division, we respond quickly to market changes, expanding our sales activities to over 120 
countries worldwide.

TOA maintains multiple production facilities in various countries 
and optimizes production equipment for each specific market. This 
enables us to achieve swift deliveries to customers and provide 
products tailored to the needs of each region.
Moreover, these facilities are effectively managed throughout the 
entire group, ensuring the production of consistently high-quality 
products and efficient transportation on a daily basis.



In-house Test Equipment
TOA’s R&D base in Japan features cutting-edge test labs and 
equipment, including environmental test facilities, a 6-meter-high 
Electromagnetic Anechoic Chamber, and an Acoustic Anechoic 
Chamber. Various tests are conducted to ensure product quality 
and performance.

BIM data  w i th  a t t r ibutes  such as 
frequency characteristics is provided in 
abundance. It also includes TOA's unique 
features, such as the ability to visualize 
sound pressure levels and the clarity of 
sound through balloon functions.

TOA Quality

Services & Supports

ISO/Regulation Compliant
A large number of stringent tests enable our products to comply 
with various international and regional regulations and standards. 
We always endeavor to ensure that customers can purchase and 
use our products with confidence. All of TOA-owned factories 
and research & development base in Japan are certified to ISO 
9001:2015, quality management system standard.

BIM Data

Our technical design team designs 
performance-proof sound systems 
meeting customer’s requirements 
with taking considerations of acoustic 
and other environmental challenges 
for each project. 

Free Design Support

We provide A&E specification text for 
each product number, which is helpful in 
preparing bid documents.

A&E Specification

TOA provides on-site commissioning 
services after system installation, 
ensuring optimal system performance 
in various project environments.

On-site Commissioning

TOA supplies authorized service partners with repair 
parts, service manuals, and operational training to 
support professional local repair services.

Repair Service

Compliant with Laws and Regulations
A large number of stringent tests enable our products to comply with various 
international and regional regulations and standards. We always endeavor to 
ensure that customers can purchase and use our products with confidence. 
All of TOA-owned factories and research & development base in Japan are 
certified to ISO 9001:2015, quality management system standard.
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